
PEUGEOT BIPPER TEPEE



Unique style

The Bipper Tepee is a fun,

economical family car that is

packed with original style.  

It is both quirky and practical

with a compact body, rounded

lines and expressive front 

aspect: small in size but big 

on possibilities – it is always

ready and willing to take the

whole family to school, 

to work or on holiday.

Strong design

The modern, robust design 

of the Bipper Tepee conveys its

bold character from all angles.

The headlamps and generously

dimensioned lower front panel

create a dynamic profile while

the low-slung rear bumper 

and solid side protection 

strips express the strength 

of its personality.

Practical and versatile

Compact dimensions (with a

length of 3.96 m) combined with

dynamic style mean that Bipper

Tepee is particularly well suited

to urban use, where handling

and practicality are priorities.

Its width of 1.82 m (door mirrors

folded) gives it the ability to park

in even the tightest parking

spaces. It’s a reliable companion

for all the family, whatever 

the occasion.

ATTRACT ALL THE RIGHT ATTENTION



PAMPER YOUR PASSENGERS

The Bipper Tepee is

extremely driver-friendly, 

with excellent seat comfort and

visibility. The ergonomic and

practical central pillar and

dashboard mean that it’s easy to

benefit from the Bipper Tepee’s

agility in town and dynamism on

the open road. 

Lots of room 

in a small space. 

Ultra-compact yet very roomy,

the Bipper Tepee has been

cleverly designed to maximise

interior space.  The practical

passenger compartment is

comfortable and contemporary 

with excellent headroom

enhancing the feeling of space

and wellbeing inside the car.

Plus, rear passengers benefit

from a three person bench seat

allowing real freedom of

movement. 

Light and bright

The Bipper Tepee’s large

windscreen and expansive

glazing create a light, bright

atmosphere that increases

passenger comfort and enhances

the impression of interior space.

Everything within 

easy reach.

There are 12 storage spaces in

the dashboard – indispensable

when you’re en route to work,

going shopping or setting off for

the weekend or on holiday.

Spacious seats

The Bipper Tepee’s seats occupy

a mid-height position, halfway

between a hatchback and an

MPV, making it easy to access

the car while ensuring a high 

level of comfort.  The seats are

generously proportioned and

contoured to envelop you in

comfort throughout your

journey.



The rear seats can be folded 

in a 2/3 1/3 configuration, 

creating a load space of 884 litres

with all the rear seats folded flat.

GREAT FOR EVERYTHING LIFE HAS TO OFFER

A boot that offers 

even more possibilities

The Bipper Tepee provides

maximum space both for

passengers and for luggage.

The boot, with its flat floor, 

is extremely accommodating

thanks to the rectangular 

rear section. 

Added versatility 

for a busy life

The Bipper Tepee comes with 

a three-person fold down rear

bench seat, which can be

removed to create even more

load space, offering a

completely flat floor and 

a capacity of 2.5 m3, making 

it very practical for transporting

bulky items. Plus, Style versions

can carry any additional

luggage on roof bars, which are

fitted as standard. The Bipper

Tepee is equipped with two

sliding side doors making 

it highly practical and easy 

to access in even the very

narrowest parking spaces. 

In addition the ingenious design

of its tailgate creates a low

loading height to make carrying

luggage easier.



INTELLIGENT PROTECTION

Seat belts

The front seats have three-point

seat belts with pretensioners and

force limiters.  In the event of a

collision, the pretensioner holds

the occupant in their seat and

adjusts the seat belt, eliminating

any period of latency between

impact and locking of the seat

belt. The force limiter minimises

pressure exerted on the chest by

the seat belt.

Structure and dimensions

The Bipper Tepee offers highly

sophisticated solutions to protect

its occupants in the event of an

accident. Its robust structure

plays a major role in preserving

the integrity of the passenger

compartment and the

generously proportioned front

doors enhance overall rigidity.

Air bags

The Bipper Tepee is equipped

with driver and passenger

airbags. The passenger airbag

can be deactivated for use with 

a child seat.

ABS – Anti-lock Braking

System

For optimal braking efficiency,

the Bipper Tepee comes with disc

brakes at the front, drum brakes

at the rear, and an ABS system as

standard. ABS monitors any loss

of traction or wheel locking in

the event of extreme braking.

If one of the sensors installed on

all four wheels detects the onset

of locking on any wheel, the ABS

adjusts the braking pressure  

to ensure maximum efficiency 

and maintain the vehicle’s

manoeuvrability.

Rear parking aid

Rear parking aid is available 

as a cost option.  It activates

automatically when reverse gear

is engaged and uses visual and

audible signals to inform the

driver of the distance between

the vehicle and any obstacle.

Lighting and signalling

The generously proportioned

and elevated front headlamps

guarantee excellent performance

in lighting and signalling. Fog

lamps are standard on Style

versions in the upper part of the

lower front panel. To accompany

the two rear lights, a third brake

light is positioned above the

tailgate.

Trip computer

In the event of an unusual

occurrence the trip computer

displays a warning message

accompanied by an audio signal

and switches on a warning light.

Overspeed alarm

A programmable overspeed

alarm transmits an audio signal

and switches on a warning light

if the programmed speed is

exceeded.



FUEL CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS

1.3 HDi 75  

Efficient and powerful, the 

1.3 HDi 75 engine offers an

excellent balance of fuel

economy, low emissions and

driving pleasure.  The FAP Diesel

Particulate Filter is fitted as

standard to reduce harmful

particulate emissions to almost

undetectable levels and the gear

change indicator on the console

display makes it easier to

increase your driving efficiency.

Stop and Start Technology 

The Bipper Tepee offers Stop &

Start technology on some of its

engines.  Quick, efficient and

quiet, it limits fuel consumption

and CO2 emissions at every

opportunity thanks to the engine

stopping whenever the vehicle is

stationary and restarting almost

instantaneously and without

vibration. If necessary the

system can be de-activated

using a button on the dashboard. 

EGC Gearbox

Stop & Start versions of Bipper

Tepee are equipped with the EGC

gearbox because it is particularly

suited to urban conditions.This

electronically controlled manual

gearbox has been designed to

maximise fuel economy and

improve driver comfort.The driver

can select the required gear

using the gear selector or allow

the car to make the changes

automatically. 

ENGINES

EGC Gearbox  Diesel

1.3 HDi 75 
Manual  

1.3 HDi 75 EGC

Urban (mpg) 49.6 58.9

Extra Urban (mpg) 74.3 76.3

Combined (mpg) 62.8 68.9

CO2 Emissions (g/km) 119 107

PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Peugeot is a leading manufacturer of low

emission vehicles and more than half of its

global sales are for vehicles emitting less

than 140g of CO2 per km.  This

performance is based on proven

technology: the Diesel Particulate Filter.  

Launched in 2000, and equipped as

standard on more than 2.1 million vehicles,

it reduces particle emissions by 99.99%.

Peugeot has also led the way on other

breakthrough technologies including Stop &

Start and a new generation of HDi engines.



COLOURS AND TRIMS

SOLID PAINTS

METALLIC PAINTS

(Optional)

Garbato Silver

Exuberant Red Lacerta

Graphite Grey Nocturne Blue Neysha Blue

Bianca White Speed Red Coral Orange

15” Wheel Trims

WHEELS

1465mm

DIMENSIONS

Marie Bursa Trim Morning Mistral Cloth

591mm

3959 / 3970*mm

855 / 866mm*2513mm  1464mm

1684 / 1704mm*

1816mm

2019mm



www.peugeot.co.uk
Please visit our website to find out more information about Bipper Tepee, 

to configure a vehicle or to download the full technical specification and pricing. 

When you choose Peugeot, you have the reassurance of knowing that your vehicle has been designed and built to give you years of worry 

free motoring. As a Peugeot owner, you can also rely on the customer care services of your Dealer. This will ensure that you’re talking 

to a specialist who’ll listen to you, understand your problems and respond efficiently - someone who also has the expertise to maintain 

your Peugeot correctly, using trained technicians, Peugeot Diagnostic Equipment and Peugeot Original parts.

NETWORK AND SERVICES

The information contained in this brochure is based on the data and images available at the time of printing. Some features may not be available in the UK and some photography may feature left hand

drive models. As part of a policy of continuous specification improvement, Peugeot reserves the right to modify specification, options and colours at any time. For full details ask your Peugeot Dealer,

or click on www.peugeot.co.uk. Print and photographic processes used in this brochure may alter the depth and tone of the colours shown.

This brochure is not a contractual document or offer of sale.

The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the express authorisation of Peugeot.

Issued by: Sales and Marketing, Peugeot Motor Company plc., Pinley House, 2 Sunbeam Way, Coventry, CV3 1ND.

PEUGEOT INSURANCE

Designed for Peugeot to offer tailored

cover at a competitive price. In the event of

an accident, a Peugeot Approved Accident

Repair Centre will repair your car, using

Peugeot original parts and offer a courtesy

car (subject to availability). Call Peugeot

Insurance for a quote on 0870 0240 206

(8am-8pm weekdays, 9am-5pm

Saturdays. Max call charge from a BT

landline is 8p/minute. Calls from other

networks may vary. Calls may be

recorded). Peugeot Insurance is

underwritten by UK Insurance Limited. 

PEUGEOT ACCESSORIES

Peugeot Accessories are designed

specifically for each model meaning no

compromises on fit or function. In addition

they are tested to a rigorous standard for

complete confidence and peace of mind.

PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Our website has details of Peugeot’s

environmental and recycling policies.

FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND

MANUFACTURER WARRANTY

Any Peugeot Bipper Tepee first registered

in the UK and purchased from a UK

Peugeot Dealer will benefit from a 2 year

unlimited mileage manufacturer warranty

and a free optional additional year of

warranty (up to 60,000 miles) provided by

the Peugeot Dealer Network. At the end

of the 3 year warranty period (or after

60,000 miles) you have the option to

purchase a Peugeot Platinum Extended

Warranty.  Our cars also come with 

a 12 year Anti-Perforation and 3 year

Paint Warranty (6 and 2 years on vans).

For full terms and conditions on all of

these, please contact your Peugeot

Dealer.

PEUGEOT ASSISTANCE

All new Peugeots come with 12 months 

of Peugeot Assistance - our breakdown

assistance service. This covers all

incidents involving vehicle based faults for

you and anyone else driving your car with

your permission. It is available 24 hours a

day, 365 days a year. 

Peugeot Assistance includes European

cover, homestart, roadside assistance,

vehicle recovery and a free replacement

car or accommodation if required. It can

be extended for a further 12 months, or 24

months, and to protect you against non-

vehicle faults (such as punctures) at

specially discounted rates, by calling 

0870 752 7050.

PEUGEOT SERVICE CARE

Please refer to the maintenance book for

details of the service intervals for Bipper

Tepee and the specifics of vehicles

operating in arduous conditions.

FINANCE - LET THE SPECIALISTS HELP

Peugeot Financial Services offer a range of

flexible finance plans to make owning a

new Peugeot easy. As specialists, we will

provide choice, convenience and flexibility.

Written quotations are available on

request from Peugeot Financial Services,

Quadrant House, Princess Way, Redhill,

RH1 1QA. Over 18s only, a guarantee

may be required.

FURTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT THIS BROCHURE
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